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molecules and pipes instead of electrons
andwires. The movement of water
is much easier to visualize

.

We have at least three choicesfor how
to measure an amount of water

molecules :-.

←
usual units are mols

* We could count them 1m01= 6.02×102>molecules

* We could measure their volume
* We could weigh them

←usual
units are

^(
usual units are

cubic meters

kilograms
Because of gravity , mass falls downward.
The rate of acceleration is 9.8ME"É

52

←

If
you let 1kg of water fall 1m second

,

gravitational energy is released.How much ?
-

kg m2
1kg . lm.FI#--9-8sz-



kgs.ms?- is the usual unit of energy. It

is clumsy to always be writing it out
so I Joule = 1J= lk§m
If we let 2kg fall 1m then

2kg . %8s¥ . In = 19.6T is released

what if we let 1kg fall 1m everyseconds
How much

energy is
released in 5 seconds ?

1%9-5s = 5kg

5kg . %%÷ . Im = 49 J

How much in 10 seconds ? 98J

There is arate-f-nergyrelease-intt.isexample . It is : 9.8 ¥

Is comes up so often it

hasatñname too: i÷÷÷÷¥÷÷¥÷:*:I Walt = * w ="
asso:¥¥;e÷;¥*!
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There was also a rate of water
movement . Each second 1kg moved.
The rate is

11¥
That combination ofunits doesn't have
a name . There is a concept associated
with it though and that is current.=
For water

,
current is usually measured

in cubic meters/second. Ifyou measure
current in cubic meters/second andyou

want
to convert to kgls, you have to know
that 1 cubic meter of water weighs 1000kg .
One more concept: Potential
IF one kg of water dropped one meter releases
9.8T and 2kg releases 19.6J, there is another

←

each kg thatratio we can create : %& fans releases 9.0J

We could say that the reservoir is 99¥
higher in potential than the water wheel

.

!
Reservoir we of course usually

water whee,ÑsayIn
1m higher


